LSBADJ24KBCC

Hands-Free LED Bar
Read the instructions carefully before installation, non-observance of the instructions may cause damage to the fixture. (The installation must be carried
out by a qualified electrician in accordance with local or national codes.)
Caution: Turn off the power supply before installation and maintenance! Caution: Do not exceed 3 puck lights on one bar.
Regularly check the light source, the LED power supply, the cord and other accessories. If any part is damaged, the product should not be used. Keep this
instruction manual handy for future use.
The light source of this product is non-changeable light diodes (LED). Do not disassemble the product, as the light diode can cause damage
to the eyes. This product is only for an indoor and dry location.
Use only with SELV power supply or class 2 power supply (For USA market). Only use transformer # SLT6-350IPG (UL) with this product.

INSTALLATION:

1) Select location for Hands-Free LED Bar.
2) Drill 1/16” pilot holes and install Hands-Free LED Bar using
the 3 enclosed screws.
3) Attach wire from Hands-Free LED Bar to power supply.
4) Plug power supply into wall outlet.
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A: Move hand over the sensor to turn light on, move your hand over the
sensor again to turn light off [Sensitivity: 10-50mm (0.39”-1.97”)]

B: The puck lights can be moved along the LED Bar freely.

DIRECTIONS FOR DIMMER USE:

1) When first plugged-in, the sensor will turn the light off and remain off until your hand is
placed under the sensor. The sensor light (Red) will remain on when light is off and power is
supplied to unit.
2) Hold hand steady underneath sensor for approximately 1 second, the light will turn on and
be set to maximum brightness.
3) If your hand stays under the sensor for more than 1 second, then the dimmer starts to
reduce the brightness from full brightness to off (in approximately 6 seconds). If the light
goes off and your hand is still under the sensor, the brightness is reversed and increases
from off to full brightness in 6 seconds. Brightness will continue to decrease and increase as
long as your hand remains under the sensor.
4) If your hand is removed at any time during the dimming or brightening process, the dimmer
will stop at that point and keep the light at that level until the next time your hand is placed
beneath the sensor. If your hand is placed under the sensor again, within 1.5 seconds of
being removed, the direction of dimming will be reversed and the process will start again.
Note: during this time, if your hand waving is less than a second, the light will turn off/on.
5) If your hand is placed under the sensor less than 1 second while the light is on then the light
will be turned off. The light level that was being used will be saved.
6) If the light is off and was turned off, then passing your hand under the sensor will cause the
light to turn on. If the saved level of light is above 25% of maximum then the light will be
turned on at the same light level that was saved when the light was turned off. If the saved
light level is below 25% of maximum then the light will be turned on at the 50% level.
7) If power is lost and restored, unplug unit and begin with Step 1.

LED Signal Light Operation:
-

C: The puck lights can be added or removed freely (3 Max)

-

When hand waving is sensed, the LED sensor light (Red) will flash at the rate of 10
flashes per second to show that the dimmer has recognized the hand waving and is
changing the light level.
Whenever the Hands-Free LED Bar is turned off and power is supplied to unit, the LED
sensor light (Red) will remain on.

TWO YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

This product has been manufactured under rigid quality specifications and control and is warranted by AmerTac to, under normal use and conditions, be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of 2
years that you, the original purchaser, own it. Should this device be proven defective, please return it, prepaid along with proof of purchase (e. g. dated bill of sale, UPC bar code from original package) to, AmerTac,
Attn: Returns Department, 250 Boulder Drive, Breinigsville, PA 18031
The Company’s obligations are limited to replacement or refund of purchase price of this product and do not include any liability for damages for claims because of accidents, negligence, misuse, alteration, commercial
use, improper installation. This warranty does not cover product purchased, serviced or otherwise used outside the United States or Canada. This warranty is not transferable. This warranty is in lieu of all other express
warranties or liabilities. Any implied warranties, including any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular use, shall be limited to duration of the warranty. In no case shall the Company be liable for
any consequential or incidental damages whatsoever. No person or representative is authorized to assume for the Company any liability other than expressed herein in connection with the sale of this product. Some
states/provinces do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damage so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This
warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state/province to state/province. PROP. 65 WARNING: This product may contain chemicals known to the State of California to
cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.
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LSBADJ24KBCC Instruction Insert Sheet-FRONT

COLORS: Use Pantone Color Chip(s) for Color Matching

INSERT SIZE: 7" x 8.5" (2 per 8.5" x 14" sheet)

THIS PRINT IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND IS
NOT INTENDED FOR COLOR MATCHING
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